Abstract. In this paper, we introduce new concepts and methods for checking the correctness of control flow instructions during the execution of programs in embedded CPUs. Detecting and avoiding the execution of faulty control flow instructions is a problem of growing importance w.r.t. reliability and security. On the other hand, hardware cost overheads and an easy integration into the design flow are of utmost important for cost sensitive embedded systems. Our proposed methodology is able to monitor all direct jumps and branches as well as calls and returns form subroutines autonomously during program execution. Furthermore, we propose and evaluate an implementation of an autonomous checker unit which is closely coupled to the processor and can detect and even avoid the execution of a faulty control flow instruction. Upon detection of a faulty instruction, we propose a method to refetch and reexecute the incorrect jump or branch instruction. Other benefits of this novel approach are that the application code must not be changed or augmented by signatures or additional instructions, and that there is no measurable performance impact in terms of execution latency. From the user point of view, our approach is completely transparent to a program developer.
Introduction
. Concepts of autonomously interacting control flow checker that can monitor the program counter and detect false jumps or branches based on information of the compiled code. Moreover, the checker should also be able to correct false jumps or branches.
Robustness, reliability and security are essential requirements of todays SoCs (Systems on Chips). Modules and their integration in the system have to be designed to be still operational also in difficult and inference-prone areas as well as insecure environments.
In this paper, our goal is to investigate methods to recognize, analyze, and correct sporadic and/or permanent errors occurring in the control paths of embedded RISC-CPUs. Our vision thereby is to define autonomously behaving elements to resolve functional errors of a RISC-CPU-Core locally inside the core.
These autonomous elements called control flow checkers are supposed to recognize, evaluate, and correct errors during the program execution of the processor. In particular, soft errors [2] as well as malign security attacks [3] are in the focus of this paper.
In the following, we propose such concepts and an implementation of a corresponding control flow checker hardware (see Figure 1) . The main task of the control logic in a CPU is to control the program flow. The actual state of execution of a program is, in general, given by the value of the program counter and the CPU registers. Usually, the next instruction to fetch is given by an increment of the program counter, but also branches and jumps may occur.
Sources of errors that we want to autonomously detect and correct include accidental sporadic, permanent, or intended errors caused by local attacks that try to manipulate the program execution. These errors can effect a wrong program counter value. Errors may also be caused by pure software means such as buffer overflows. Here, a wrong jump destination or a wrong return address from a subroutine might cause an execution of infiltrated code. If an error is detected, the control flow checker should be able to initiate the reexecution of the control flow instruction. Definition 1. Control flow checking denotes the task to test whether a sequence of program counter values is correct with respect to a given program specification.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, a general overview of related work is given. In Section 3, we present a classification of control flow instructions. Subsequently, in Section 4, two different methodological concepts for control flow checking are introduced. Architectural concepts for implementing these ideas present the focus of Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we present an implementation of an autonomous control flow checker for a given real Leon3 [4] CPU and analyze the corresponding overheads for control flow checking in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the work.
Related Work
Error detection and correction methods have important roots in the area of fault-tolerance. Here, one of the most familiar method for error detection is the duplication of a given processor core with subsequent comparison of the results [5] . Duplication of processing units is, however, too cost-intensive and thus often prohibitive due to cost (area) and power consumption. Hence, these approaches are only used in safety-critical systems with a high demand on reliability.
In the following, we first define relevant criteria when comparing different methodologies for control flow checking quantitatively. Here, the following criteria will be used: Error coverage denotes the degree of faults that can be detected by a method. For example, some methods for control flow checking discussed in the following can only detect a certain type of control flow instructions (e.g., direct branches and jumps). Some may detect not 100% of all control flow errors. Another criterion for comparison is the detection latency. The detection latency denotes the time between occurrence of a fault and its detection. This time is important to prevent a system failure. Only if an error is detected with a low latency, the error handling can react to transfer the system into a secure state or to trigger error correction measures. On the other hand, the following overheads may be caused: execution time overheads (CPU time), memory overheads and area overheads (hardware cost overheads).
Related work on control flow checking can be divided into approaches using an additional hardware checker unit or a watchdog processor [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , and approaches which are completely software-based [11] . In these approaches, the program code is first structured into basic blocks 1 . Control Flow Checking using Assertions (CCA) [11] denotes a software-based approach. After creating a basic block graph, a sequence of special control instructions is inserted into the program code at the beginning as well as at the end of each basic block. These additional instructions verify that only legal branch or jump destinations according to the specification, given by the basic block graph is taken. The advantage is that no additional hardware (area overhead) is required, but this approach has an obvious impact on the performance of the program code (execution time overhead). Undesired jumps caused by faults occurring on instructions inside a basic block cannot be detected at all.
1 A basic block is a sequence of code which is executed successively without any jumps or branches except at the end. The basic block can only be left at the end of a block and can only be entered at the beginning. Only the last instruction can be a jump or branch and only the first instruction can be a jump or branch destination (see Section 4.1).
A good overview over software methods for control flow checking for security and fault tolerance is given in [12] .
To check all types of instructions, a signature (hash or a CRC value) of all instructions of a basic block can be calculated offline (at compile time). At runtime, a hardware checker can calculate the signature of the executed instruction in a basic block. When leaving a basic block, the signatures can be compared and errors inside the basic block can be found. Signature methods can be divided into two groups, namely Embedded Signature Monitoring (ESM) [6] [7] [8] and Autonomous Signature Monitoring (ASM) [9, 10] .
In the ESM methods, the offline calculated signature (golden signature) is stored in the program code with additionally inserted instructions at the end of each basic block. These instructions read out the calculated signature of the executed instructions from the checker unit and compare it to the golden signature. The advantage of these methods is that all types of instructions can be checked and a new program contains already the corresponding signature. The disadvantages are a significant performance impact (execution time overhead) and that a fault can only be detected at the end of a basic block which may be too late to prevent a system failure (detection latency). Also, a single event upset during the execution of the additionally inserted instruction can lead to a false detection or spoofing of an error.
In the ASM methods, the golden signature is stored in a separate memory belonging to the checker unit. Also, the comparator for the golden and the calculated signature is implemented in hardware. The information of the basic block graph is mapped into microinstructions, located inside the instruction memory of the checker. Jumps and branch destinations can thus also be checked. The advantages are that the program code must not be altered and that there is no performance impact. Also, all types of instructions can be monitored. The disadvantages are that an extra memory for the checker unit is required (memory overhead) and that synchronization between the CPU and the checker unit is difficult. So, interrupts, multi threading, and indirect jumps cannot be completely covered.
An ASM approach for security applications is described in [10] . The IntraProcedural Control Flow Checking is similar to our method. The advantages of our methods however is, that we are a) more flexible in using memories to store the control flow (instruction) graph instead of a finite state machine in logic. Moreover, we have b) no performance impact in the error free case, and c) our checker unit is simpler and thus requires less resources.
Finally, the Diva approach [13] describes a pipeline which accepts only checked results for the further processing after the commit phase. A redundant second pipeline is a simple rudimentary pipeline, where the results of arithmetic functions are recalculated with a separate checker, and memory items are refetched. The weakness is that the second pipeline is assumed to be fault-free, which might not be the reality in today's deep submicron designs. The area overhead of Diva is lower than in the case of fully redundant units, but also performance reduction exists due to a longer pipeline.
Branches and Jumps
Control flow instructions (CFI) can be categorized into conditional branches and unconditional jumps. Conditional branches depend on the result of a logical or arithmetic operation.
Both groups of control flow instructions can be subdivided into direct (static) and indirect (dynamic) jumps or branches. The destination of direct branches or jumps is fixed at compile time and is encoded into the jump or branch instruction in an absolute or relative address. For indirect jumps or branches, the destination address is determined during program execution. The destination address is given by either a register value or as the result of an operation with registers or the result of an operation with a register and a constant value which is encoded into the instruction. Absolute or relative addressing modes can be used there.
Summarizing, four types of control flow instructions exist: (Unconditional) direct jumps (e.g., call, goto), (Conditional) direct branches (e.g., if .. then .. else), (Unconditional) indirect jumps (e.g., return from subroutine), and (Conditional) indirect branches.
Furthermore, the class of unconditional indirect jumps can be subdivided into returns from subroutine, register indirect calls and other jumps. A return from subroutine is an example of an indirect jump, because the program counter jumps to the address where the routine is called from, and this address is only known at runtime. Register indirect calls are calls where the address of called subroutine is determined at runtime.
Finally, also jumps which are not triggered by an instruction can occur such as interrupts and traps. The destinations of interrupts are typically given by the start address of the main interrupt service routine, and so, interrupts are direct jumps. Traps occur on exception conditions (like divide by zero). Here, the program jumps to the address of an exception handler, and so, traps can be treated as direct jumps. Table 1 presents an analysis of the occurrence rates of these different types of branches and jumps on the SPARC architecture for the SPEC CINT2000 benchmark [14] for a given list of programs. As been seen, indirect calls and jumps occur relatively rarely as opposed to direct branches and jumps.
Methods for Autonomous Control Flow Checking
In SoCs, a CPU often executes only a few specified programs over lifetime. This holds true particularly for embedded applications where the system is often only programmed once, and the code is never changed during the lifetime of the product, except for the update of the SoC with a new firmware and software. Furthermore, it is well known that in many computational intensive problems, most of the execution time is spent in only few subroutines. So, it is beneficial to analyze these subroutines for branches and jumps statically.
If we assume that only direct jumps and branches exists in a given code segment, we are able to check the control flow of this code by verifying the correct execution of each direct control flow instruction as well as the (successively) linear execution of all the other instructions (the program counter value is incremented by one word address after each instruction).
To check the correct execution of control flow instructions, we need to check the correct address of the control flow instruction and the correct target address. The program counter value before and after the execution of a control flow instruction can be compared to these addresses. If there is a mismatch, an error signal may be raised.
In the following, we propose two alternative methods to obtain the correct addresses of control flow instructions of a given machine program and the corresponding targets.
The first method is called basic block or control flow method (CF). The second method is called control flow instruction method (CFI).
Control Flow (CF) Method
First, a given compiled machine code is separated into a set of basic blocks BB. The following instructions define the begin of a basic block: a) the first instruction in a program or segment, b) the instruction following a control flow instruction, c) instructions which are destinations of control flow instructions.
From this information, the control flow graph CF G(BB, T ) is built: Each node BB i ∈ BB of the control flow graph represents a basic block. The nodes are sorted with increasing start address of the corresponding basic block in ascending address order. Each edge t ∈ T represents a transition of the control flow from one basic block to another. If the last instruction of a basic block BB i is a direct branch instruction, the basic block has two successors. One is the basic block next in the list BB i+1 (if the branch is not taken), and to a basic block where the first instruction is the branch destination (if the branch is taken). Jumps have only one successor, and if the last instruction is not a control flow instruction, the successor basic block is always the next basic block BB i+1 . An example program is shown in Figure 2 which is separated into basic blocks. Also, the corresponding CFG is shown.
With the given CFG, we have all information to check a sequence of program counter values for correctness as follows: The information of the CFG can be either used to directly define a finite state machine (FSM) to check the correctness of control flow instructions. Alternatively, an implementation using microinstructions of a microprogrammed circuit can be deducted from the CFG.
For an implementation of a microprogrammed circuit, the information of the CFG can be stored inside memories. We need for each basic block, the start and the end address and also the successors basic blocks indexes. The start address of a basic block is the end address of the previous basic block incremented by one. To minimize the memory overhead, we need only the end address and a global start address. Also, we need to store only one successor of the basic block for branches because if the branch is not taken, always the basic block with the next index (BB i+1 ) is the successor.
The correct control flow instruction address may directly be stored inside the memory (basic block end address). The corresponding target address is the start address of the successor basic block, given by its index. To get this address, the end address of the basic block with the previous index is fetched and the address is incremented (BB i−1 + 1). Having both addresses, the control flow instruction can be verified.
For example, [10] describes a CF method, where the CFG is implemented in a FSM and the lookup table for resolving the control flow instruction addresses and indexes is implemented in memories.
Control Flow Instruction (CFI) Method
In case of direct branches and jumps, the start and target address is known at compile time. So, it is possible to extract this information from the binary or the disassembled program code by decoding the instructions. The control flow instructions are then sorted by increasing addresses in ascending address order.
Then, the control flow instruction graph (CF IG(CF I, T )) is built: Here, each control flow instruction in the code which should be checked represents a node (CF I i ∈ CF I). The edges of the CFIG denote transitions t ∈ T to the following control flow instruction.
Like in a CFG, each node can have a maximum of two successors: two for a branch instruction and one in case of a jump instruction. For a branch instruction CF I i , one successor is CF I i+1 (branch is not taken). The other successor of a direct branch and jump instruction is CF I n which is the next control flow instruction in the program code after the branch destination (branch is taken). The CFIG from the example program code is shown on the right side in Fig. 2 .
Like in the CF method, the information of the CFIG can be used as a specification of a control flow checker unit and implemented either directly by a FSM or as microinstructions of a microprogrammed circuit. For the microprogrammed circuit, we store for each CF I the start and the target address in memory. Also the index of the successor CF I must be stored inside this memory. For direct branches, we store the successor CF I for taken branches. If the branch is not taken, the successor CF I is CF I i+1 .
Methods Conclusions
Both introduced methods can only check direct branches and jumps, where start and destination address can be extracted from the compiled code. For indirect control flow instructions, we will present extensions for both methods. Some of these extensions are discussed later.
The advantage of the CF method is that in the most cases, fewer additional memory resources are needed than the CFI method. Furthermore, we can extend this method to check the integrity of all types of instruction sequence inside a basic block with a CRC or hash value. This value can be run time calculated from the executed instructions and can be compared at the end of a basic block with a precalculated value [9] .
The disadvantage of the CF method is that we need two times access to the memory for each control flow instruction. One access for the end address of the basic block and one for the start address of the successor basic block. To ensure that on a branch or jump the correct start and destination address is available, we can preread both values. But this preread can only be done if the basic block has more than one instruction. If a basic block consists only of one instruction, we must stall the processor pipeline to verify the control flow instruction.
The advantages of the CFI method are that the checker unit is very simple and uses only few logic resources. Also we have no performance impact, because the correct control flow instruction address and target address may be loaded from the memory in a single clock cycle. The disadvantages are that usually more memory resources are needed as for CF method, and that we are not able to check the integrity of non-control flow instructions.
An Architecture for Lightweight Control Flow Checking
In the following, we introduce an architecture of a lightweight control flow checker to monitor and to correct the executed control flow instructions of a RISC CPU. Our approach can monitor direct jumps and branches as well as call and returns from subroutine. To achieve a correction of a corrupt program, a detected incorrect jump or branch can be reexecuted. Our checker is called lightweight, because with little area overhead, we can detect and correct many though not all errors. Our architecture concept is modular in the sense that coverage aspects can be treaded off with implementation overheads.
Handling of Direct Jumps/Branches
We are using the CFI method described in Section 4.2 to check direct jumps and branches where the CFIG is implemented in a dedicated memory. The checker must know the instruction's program address and the address of the next instruction to execute. Since most CPU architectures today are pipelined, these addresses can easily be taken from successive pipeline stages of the program counter.
If no jump or branch instruction occurs, the next instruction address P C n+1 is typically one instruction word higher than the value of the current program counter P C n . So, an incremented instruction address can be compared to the address after the instruction (see comparator a in Figure 3 ). If the current instruction is a direct jump or branch instruction, the next program counter is the jump destination, or, in the case of a branch the branch destination, or, if the branch is not taken, the next address in the program code.
Each pair of control flow instruction address and target address is stored in two RAMs of the checker unit, one for the start and one for the target address (see Figure 3) . The addresses of the branch or jump instructions are stored successively in the start address RAM (sAdrRam) and the corresponding targets in the jump address RAM (jAdrRam). Also, a checker unit program counter (CUPC ) is needed which points in these RAMs to the cell, where the address of the next direct branch or jump is stored. This start address is compared to the current program counter to determine when the branch or jump instruction is executed (comparator b). In this case, the following program counter value is compared to the address of the jump address RAM to verify the correct execution of the branch or the jump (comparator c). Now, the CUPC must point to the next branch or jump address. This can be achieved by introducing a third RAM (ctrlRam) where the next CUPC is stored for each branch or jump. In the case of a branch, it must also be determined if the branch is taken or not. If the branch is taken, the next CUPC has the value which is stored in the ctrlRam. If the branch is not taken, then the CUPC can be incremented. The CUPC and the Also, control flags are stored in the ctrlRam. So, the checker unit can distinguish between jumps or branches or can activate or deactivate the checker unit based on specific program addresses. This can be done by storing the checking start or end address in the sAdrRam and setting the checking start or end flag in the corresponding cell in the ctrlRam. If the program flow reaches the starting address, the checker unit will be activated, or, if the checking end address is reached, the checker unit deactivates itself. Finally, parts of the program flow, e.g., non-critical sections or sections which can not be checked due to not supported indirect jumps, might be excluded from the checking process by setting the checking start and end flags.
Handling of Calls and Returns
The most frequent use of indirect jumps occur in the form of returns from subroutine. By executing a return from subroutine instruction, the program counter jumps to the next address after the instruction from where the subroutine was called from. The return address is typically stored in a CPU register, so the return instruction is a special indirect jump. Returns can be verified also in our approach by introducing an additional hardware stack. Upon a call (direct or indirect), the return address is stored in the stack and when the return instruction is executed, the target address can be verified.
Correction by Reexecution
If a faulty jump or branch instruction occurs, this instruction will be reexecuted as follows: The error can be detected fast enough to ensure that the state of the CPU is not altered by the faulty instruction execution. To guarantee this, the checker must monitor the program counter in the first pipeline stage of a CPU. Unfortunately, in most architectures, the jump or branch instructions need more than one cycle to execute. So, until the error is detected, some other instructions after the jump might be executed. After error detection, the program counter is reset to a value previous the error occurs by looping back the program counter value from a subsequent pipeline step. The details of the reexecution process depends highly on the processor architecture and design.
The SPARC architecture allows to execute one instruction after a branch instruction or two instructions after a jump instruction before the branch or jump is performed (see [15] ). If an error is detected and the jump or branch instruction must be reexecuted, also these following instructions must be reexecuted. It must also be ensured that these instruction cannot alter the state (e.g., register content or memory operations) of the CPU before reexecution (see Section 6).
Implementation
We implemented and analyzed our methods of lightweight control flow checking for the open source SPARC CPU Leon3 from Gaisler Research [4] in a Virtex 4 FPGA from Xilinx. The checker can monitor direct branches, jumps and calls as well as indirect returns and has also the possibility to reexecute a corrupted jump or branch instruction by fetching it again from the memory. Other features of the checker are the support of the activate and deactivate procedures described in Section 5.1. The complete methodology for control flow checking consists of the concept of checking of direct jumps and branches (Section 5.1), the return stack (Section 5.2) and the repair mechanism (Section 5.3). To minimize the resource overhead, some features can be disabled (see Section 7). Indirect jumps which are not returns, are not supported so far, but many application programs or routines in embedded systems have none of these instructions.
The checker is placed between the first pipeline stages of the Leon3 core (see Figure 4) . The current program counter for the checker is the program counter in the decode pipeline step and the next program counter is the program counter of the fetch pipeline step. For reexecuting a jump or branch, the program counter of the memory step is looped back to the program counter generation (a step prior to the fetch step), and the instructions are annulled after the memory step, so the incorrect instructions are not executed and no registers or memories are written. Because of the loop back, the jump is executed again, and if this execution is correct, the program is continued normally.
To prepare an application, the compiled code is analyzed by a program which decodes the instructions and searches for jumps, branches, calls and returns (see Figure 5 ). The addresses of these instructions are stored in the sAdrRam initialization file and the destination address, except for the return instruction, Fig. 4 . The checker unit is placed between the first pipeline stages of the Leon core [4] . All bold lines denote new paths for monitoring and reexecution of jump and branch instructions. is stored in jAdrRam initialization file. Also, the initialization file for the control Ram (ctrlRam) is generated, and the activate and deactivate instructions for the checker unit are inserted. The original program of the application remains completely unchanged.
The memory initialization files can be used for the synthesis of the checker unit, or the content of the rams can be initialized directly in the bitfile of the FPGA with the Xilinx tool "data2mem". For future FPGA and ASIC versions of the checker, the memories could be initialized also at runtime over a memory bus or the processor.
Overhead Analysis
Next, we analyze the number of entries of the checker rams (sAdrRam, jAdrRam, and ctrlRam) and the area overhead of the checker for different supported features. Furthermore, the verification process of the checker unit is described in this section. We analyze the number of required entries of the checker ram for the SPEC CINT2000 benchmark [14] compiled to the Leon processor. Table 2 shows the number of checker ram entries of different programs of the benchmark. Operating system routines and standard library functions are not included in this analysis.
Next, we provide different versions of the checker which support different jump instructions and error detection features resulting in different area overheads.
The smallest version of the checker (version A) can only monitor direct jumps or branches. All indirect jumps are not supported and not allowed in the code, but it is allowed that indirect jumps can occur in the unchecked code. This includes also returns from subroutine, so this technique can only be used for a single procedure or function. But many of these procedures and functions can be checked if the checker unit is deactivated at calls and returns, and activated inside the function.
The second version (version B) is version A with an additional 32 entry return stack. With this version, we can also monitor calls and returns, so the most application programs can be fully monitored.
The last version (version C) has the additional capability of repeating an incorrect jump or branch instruction as described in Section 5.3 and Section 6. Table 3 shows the overhead of different versions, synthesized and implemented on a Virtex 4 with ISE 8.2 with different checker ram sizes. The results show that the area overhead for logic (lookup tables and Flip Flops) is very small. If more control flow instructions shall be monitored and more checker ram entries are needed, only the overhead of the block rams increases. A qualitatively comparison of the overhead to other approaches is difficult due to different target architectures.
The verification of the checker has been performed by simulation and the Leon in-circuit debugger. Instruction faults are simulated between the instruction cache and the integer unit by an XOR with an error mask, read in from a file. With the in-circuit debugger, control flow instructions can be altered inside the memory (for example the jump destination encoded inside the instruction). With these techniques, the checker and the correction of incorrect jump instruction has been verified.
Conclusions and Future Work
We introduced a systematic methodology for autonomous control flow checking for embedded RISC CPUs which can monitor direct jump and branches as well as returns from subroutine. Experimental results show that the additional hardware overhead is small. In particular, lookup tables and Flip Flops overhead amount to an overhead of less than 2% in all cases. So, the only overhead results from the additional memory needed to monitor the control flow instructions. A modular concept for generation of checker units has been proposed, so the area overhead can be further reduced, by removing some functions. The detection of faults is very fast, so we have the possibility to react immediately during the execution of a faulty instruction and are able to prevent incorrect instructions from being executed. Furthermore, an incorrect jump or branch instruction can be refetched and reexecuted. With this technique, we therefore have no performance impact on the CPU and the compiled program code remains unchanged.
We introduced a second independent program counter CUPC with its own state machine and own microcode with own microinstructions (ctrlRam). The checker program code is based on the extracted branch and jump instructions from the program code at compile time. This reduced code covers only direct branches or jumps without the instructions between two branch points. With this technique, we enhanced the CPU with a reduced second independent program counter and instruction unit at minimum additional hardware cost and full control of the program flow.
Further extensions can be the support of indirect jumps, multi threading, and the check of the conditionals of branches. Also, an interface to the operation system could be usefully to count the errors and to report the reliability of the CPU.
Finally, if the checker unit has a bus interface, the contents or part of the content of the checker rams may be stored in the system memory. Only the content for checking the current part of program (e.g. the current function or a set of functions which are current in use) may be hold in the local checker rams. If the checker needs informations which are not stored inside the local checker rams, the checker can generate a page-fault-like event to signal the operating system to reload the checker rams with the needed contents. This concept of caching can reduce the the among of memory overhead significantly.
